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STORMWATER BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
General Site Description
DWIRE Storage Yard is located in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of Section
28, Township 13 South, Range 65 West of the 6th P.M. in El Paso County, Colorado. The
parcel is bound to the north by the Rock Island Trail and vacant land, to the west by Transit
Mix site, to the south by Lot 7 of the Marksheffel Industrial Park, Capitol Drive, and to the east
by Timberline Storage Yard. A channel known as the East Fork of Sand Creek Sub-tributary
flows from north to south along the western boundary of the site. The site is located within the
greater Sand Creek Drainage Basin and is tributary to the Sand Creek Channel via the East
Fork Sand Creek Sub-Tributary. A vicinity map showing the location of the proposed
development has been provided in the appendix of this report.
Existing Site Conditions
The DWIRE Storage Yard site is situated east of the East Fork Reach of the Sand Creek
Watershed. There are no existing structures within the planned Dwire Storage Yard site. The
existing site terrain within the parcel generally slopes from north to south at grades that vary
between 2% to 5%. The East Fork Sand Creek Sub-Tributary encompasses the north and west
boundaries of the site. Surface runoff from western portion the site travels south and west to the
East Fork Sand Creek Sub-Tributary. All remaining onsite flows travel south and are captured
by an existing swale on the southern property boundary. From the existing swale flows are
routed west to the East Fork Sand Creek Sub-Tributary.
Adjacent Areas
The parcel is bound to the north by the Rock Island Trail and vacant land, to the west by
Transit Mix site, to the south by Lot 7 of the Marksheffel Industrial Park, Capitol Drive, and to
the east by Timberline Storage Yard.
Soils
Soils for this project are delineated by the map in the appendix as Blendon Sandy Loam (10)
which is characterized as Hydrologic Soil Types "B". Soils in the study area are shown as
mapped by Soil Conservation Service in the "Soils Survey of El Paso County Area". Vegetation
is sparse, consisting of native grasses and weeds.
Soil Erosion Potential
The proposed onsite construction activities anticipate the potential for soil erosion. Onsite
stormwater BMP management facilities are proposed to minimize and aid in soil erosion. Group
B soils have a moderate infiltration rate when thoroughly wet. These consist chiefly of moderate
deep or deep, moderately well drained or well drained soils that have moderately fine texture to
moderately course texture. These soils have a moderate rate of water transmission. These
soils thus have a moderate potential for erosion.
Phasing Plan
Dwire Storage Yard Filing No. 1 is not a phased project. The entire development (Lot 1, Tract
C) and the Water Quality Detention Facility within Tract B shall be constructed simultaneously.
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Water Quality
The proposed full spectrum detention (FSD) pond functions to provide detention and water
quality for the proposed development. This full spectrum detention pond will function to treat
approximately 19.362 acres of tributary area by providing 0.453 acre-feet of storage for the
water quality event, 1.519 acre feet of storage at the EURV event storm and 2.352 acre-feet of
storage in the 100-year event. The 25.5’ wide emergency spillway is designed with a foot of
freeboard in the 100-year event and has a crest elevation of 6533.15. This crest elevation is 5’
above the 100-year FEMA water surface elevation of 6528.0. A hydraulic analysis for the FSD
pond outlet structure and 24” RCP was performed and is enclosed in the appendix (Storm
Cad). The FEMA 100-year water surface elevation of 6528.0 was used as the starting
hydraulic grade line (HGL) elevation. The results show that the FSD pond remains functional in
the 100-year event and the outlet structure is able to discharge flows to the East Fork Sand
Creek Sub-Tributary. The sizing for the full spectrum detention facility has been determined
using the guidelines set forth in the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District Criteria Manual.
The proposed FSD pond will be private and shall be maintained by the property owner.
Access shall be granted to the owner and El Paso County for access and maintenance of the
private WQCV facility. A private maintenance agreement document shall accompany this
report submittal.
Narrative Description of BMP Control Measures
Installations of BMPs are staged in order to minimize the potential for pollutants in the
stormwater discharge. The following stages will be used: establishment of perimeter controls,
installation of temporary BMPs during soil disturbance and then finally installation of
permanent controls. Descriptions of some of the available BMPs are listed in below stages:
Only clearing necessary for the installation of perimeter controls should be employed in the
first stage of temporary BMPs installation. Silt fence and vehicle tracking should be installed
as shown on the Grading & Erosion Control Plan. At this time, the E l P a s o C o u n t y
inspector should be notified to schedule an initial inspection. Rough grading of the site will
precede construction of proposed underground utilities.
Once utilities and storm drain infrastructure have been constructed, installation of temporary
BMPs will commence. Temporary BMPs for this site consist of Inlet Protection. Locations for
a concrete washout area and temporary stockpile location will also be established. These
locations are likely to be different than what is shown on the Grading and Erosion Control
Plan that accompanies this report. Once these locations have been established, they should
be added and denoted on the copy of the plan that will be kept with the site administrator.
The final stage is the installation of permanent BMPs where no further disturbance is
anticipated. Upon completion of the permanent BMPs and all grading activities are
completed, all disturbed areas not sodded or developed will be mulched and reseeded
with native seed mix and may be watered until vegetative cover has been fully re-instated.
At this point, the person responsible for inspection and maintenance can begin to address
requirements for final stabilization. See construction details for installation and maintenance.
Specifically, the proposed project will use silt fence, a vehicle tracking control pad, a
concrete washout area, earthen swales, erosion matted swales greater than 2%
grade, strawbales, wattles/sediment control logs, mulching and reseeding to mitigate
the potential for erosion across the site. Trash, if any, will be hauled off on a regular
basis.
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No ground water, springs, or irrigation of non-stormwater discharge covered by CDPHE low risk
guidance are known for this project.
No additional areas for storage of building materials, soil stockpiles or wastes are proposed for
this project. The existing equipment storage yard for Dwire contractors will be utilized. Access
for the project for construction equipment will be along the construction corridor. Construction
vehicles (trucks) will access the site from adjacent public roadways.
There are no dedicated asphalt or concrete batch plants associated with this project.
Areas outside of the construction site boundary protected by silt fence, grading limits and/or
limits of disturbance.
This project relies on control measures owned or operated by DWIRE. There are no offsite
stormwater control measures proposed for use by the project that are under the direct control of
the owner or contractor.
Timing Schedule
Anticipated Starting and Completion Time Period of Grading Activities:
November 2020 - May 2022 (18 months)
Expected Date on Which the Final Stabilization Will Be Completed: May 2022
Areas of Disturbance
Total subject property site acreage: 19.362
Total disturbed area of subject property: 17.136
Permanent Stabilization
Final stabilization is reached when all soil-disturbing activities at the site have been
completed, and uniform vegetative cover has been established by drill seeding and crimping
with a density of at least 70% of pre-disturbance levels or equivalent permanent physical
erosion reduction methods have been employed. The CDPHE Water Quality Division may,
after consultation with the permittee and upon good cause, amend the final stabilization
criteria for specific operations. At this time, the E l P a s o C o u n t y inspector should be
notified to schedule a final inspection. The conditions of the SWMP and General Permit for
Stormwater Discharges associated with Construction Activity will remain in effect until Final
Stabilization is achieved and a notice of inactivation is sent by the applicant to CDPHE
Stormwater Quality Division. All pertinent records must be kept on file for at least 3 years from
the date the site is finally stabilized.
Owner Inspections and Maintenance of BMP's
1. Make thorough inspection of the stormwater management system at least every 14 days.
2. Make thorough inspection of the stormwater management system after each
precipitation event that causes runoff.
3. If any deficiencies are noted, they must be corrected immediately after being noted.
4. Records of the site inspections or modifications must be kept at the site unless
alternate place is approved by the E l P a s o C o u n t y inspector and must be made
available upon request.
5. Inspections must take place where construction activity is complete, but lot is not sold.
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6. Monthly inspections must take place on site where construction activity is complete,
but vegetative cover is still being established.
Soil Borings I Test and Groundwater
A Geotechnical Engineering Report was not deemed necessary for the site and therefore was
not completed.
Site Run-Off Characteristics
The site runoff coefficients are:
-Historic existing Conditions
-Composite (Weighted)
Developed Conditions

Minor Storm
0.09
0.30

Major Storm
0.36
0.50

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Introduction
To: Site Inspector responsible for all Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment and El Paso County
Requirements:
The following stormwater management plan (SWMP) is a required item under the
Construction Stormwater Discharge Permit. The primary goal for a SWMP to is to improve
water quality by reducing pollutants in to stormwater discharges. Construction dewatering is
a separate issue, and must be covered by the CDPHE Stormwater Quality Division's
general permit for construction dewatering (regardless of the size of the construction
project). Stormwater that mixes with ground water in an excavation is subject to the controls
of a Construction Dewatering Permit. It is assumed that the SWMP will be completed and
implemented at the time the project breaks ground, and will be revised if necessary as
construction proceeds. This document must be kept at the construction site at all times and
be made available to the public and any representative of any Water Quality Control
Divisions if requested. Inspection guidance can be found at www.cdphe.state.co.us/ and El
Paso County and City of Colorado Springs Storm Drainage Design Criteria. The inspections
should be made at least every 14 days and after any precipitation or snowmelt event that
causes surface erosion. El Paso County requires that the inspector must be contacted 48
hours prior to initial and final inspections. An inspection log entry should be completed with
each inspection performed. The inspection log should be kept with the SWMP. The conditions
of the SWMP and General Permit for Stormwater Discharges associated with the
construction activity will remain in effect until final stabilization is achieved, and a notice of
inactivation is sent to CDPHE Stormwater Quality Division. All pertinent records must be kept
for at least 3 years from date the site is stabilized or sold.
Floodplain Statement
A portion of the site lies within the 100 year floodplain according to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) Panel No. 08041C0543 F,
effective date March 17, 1997 and the more recent FIRM Panel No. 08041C0543 G, effective
date December 7, 2018. Base Flood Elevation (BFE) lines from FIRM Panel No. 08041C0543 F
(NGVD29) are used for hydraulic calculations, drainage maps, and a discussion within this
report. No development is anticipated to occur within the floodplain located at the northwest
corner of the site. See Proposed Drainage Map and the FIRM Panels located in the appendix of
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this report for details. Tract A is provided on the plat for the portion of the lot encumbered by the
floodplain.
Receiving Water Description
The site is located with the greater Sand Creek Drainage Basin and is tributary to the Sand
Creek Channel via the East Fork Sand Creek Sub-Tributary. A vicinity map showing the
location of the proposed development has been provided in the appendix of this report.
Existing Vegetation Description
Vegetation is sparse, consisting of native grasses. The site has not experienced overlot
grading activities. Existing site terrain generally slopes from north to south and southwest at
grade rates that vary between 2% and 5%. Existing vegetation documented by visual
inspection.
Potential Pollution Sources
Construction activities that will take place at this site may have an impact on the stormwater
quality. These include, but are not limited to, portable toilets, materials storage, vehicle
fueling, maintenance and vehicle tracking, dust, waste piles and dumpsters. The location of
any of these activities not included on the initial site map should be added along with a
description of the measures used to prevent the discharge of these materials from the site.
See construction details for installation and maintenance.
Anticipated Non-Stormwater Discharges
Non-stormwater discharges are caused by activities other than direct runoff from precipitation
events. These include, but are not limited to natural springs. Any non-stormwater discharges
that are not included in the initial map should be added along with a description of
measures used to handle it. No ground water, springs, or irrigation of non-stormwater
discharge covered by CDPHE low risk guidance are known for this project.

EROSION SEDIMENT CONTROLS
Proposed Sequence of Construction Activities
1. Setup precon meeting before installing BMP’s.
2. Notify and schedule initial inspection with inspector.
3. Clearing for necessary for perimeter controls.
4. Construct vehicle traffic control pad at entrance/exit of construction site.
5. Install lot perimeter controls, including silt fence, delineating project site as
indicated on Grading and Erosion Control Plan.
6. Complete remaining clearing and grubbing for project area. Install additional
BMPs, as indicated on Grading and Erosion Control Plan.
7. Grade site as indicated on Grading and Erosion Control Plan.
• Silt fence~initial, interim, final
• Vehicle tracking~initial, interim, final
• Concrete wash-out basin~interim, final
• Straw bale~initial, interim, final
• Inlet protection~interim, final
• Temp sediment pond~initial, interim
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8. Achieve Final Stabilization, as outlined in SWMP. Send inactivation notice to
CDPHE.
9. See Construction Details for BMP Installation and Maintenance.
Any stockpile areas are to be contained with silt fence, or other acceptable measures to
prevent erosion and sediment from leaving the area. All BMP's that may be in place need
to be inspected and cleaned if sediment should leave the site and enter the streets. Erosion
control measures shall be implemented in a manner that will protect properties and public
facilities from the adverse effect of erosion and sedimentation as a result of construction and
earthwork activities. The following practices are to be implemented for this site:
Structural Practices
In areas of sheet flow running off-site and at the top and bottom of steep slopes, silt fence
will be used to trap sediment. Silt fence should be placed on the contour and in areas where
the tributary area is less than one-quarter acre per 100' of silt fence. A vehicle traffic control
pad will be installed at the entrance/exit of the site to reduce sediment tracking off-site.
Practices may include, but are not limited to straw bales, wattles/sediment control logs, silt
fences, earth dikes, drainage swales, sediment traps, subsurface drains, pipe slope drains,
inlet protection, outlet protection, gabions, and temporary or permanent sediment basins. All
roads will be inspected to ensure that sediment from on-site construction activity is not
being discharged with the stormwater. Sediment and debris that have been tracked off-site
should be removed daily by shoveling or sweeping. See construction details for installation and
maintenance.
Non-Structural Practices
Surface roughening may be used to reduce the amount of runoff and wind erosion from any
given areas. Once the existing vegetation is cleared, watering should occur to help control
fugitive dust. Disturbed areas where work is temporarily halted shall be temporarily stabilized
within 21 calendar days after activity has ceased unless work is to be resumed within 30
calendar days after the activity has ceased. Other Non-Structural Practices may include soils
erosion control measures for all slopes, channels, ditches, or any disturbed land area shall
be completed within 21 calendar days after final grade, or final earth disturbance, has been
completed. Disturbed areas and stockpiles, which are not at final grade but will remain
dormant for longer than 30 days, shall also be mulched within 21 days after interim grading.
An area that is going to remain in an interim state for more than 60 days shall also be
seeded. All temporary soil erosion control measures and BMPs shall be maintained until
permanent soil erosion control measures are implemented. See construction details for
installation and maintenance.
Materials Handling and Spill Practices
Any substances with potential to contaminate either the ground or ground surface water shall
be cleaned up immediately after discovery or contained until appropriate cleanup methods can
be employed. Manufacture's recommended methods for clean up shall be followed, along with
proper disposal methods. Any discharge of hazardous materials must be handled in
accordance with the Divisions Notification Requirement. All waste and debris created by
construction activities at the site or removed from the site shall be disposed of in compliance
with all laws, regulations and ordinances of the federal, state and local agencies. See
construction details for Materials Handling and Spills.
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Potential Pollution Sources
Construction activities that will take place at this site may have an impact on the
stormwater quality. These include, but are not limited to, portable toilets, materials storage,
vehicle fueling, maintenance and vehicle tracking, dust, waste piles and dumpsters. The
location of any of these activities not included on the initial site map should be added along
with a description of the measures used to prevent the discharge of these materials from
the site. See construction details for installation and maintenance. No batch plant is anticipated
onsite.
Potential Soil Erosion
The proposed onsite construction activities anticipate the potential for soil erosion. Onsite
stormwater BMP management facilities are proposed to minimize and aid in soil erosion. If the
proposed BMP measures are breached the soil erosion would then flow in the direction to the
vacant property to the south.
Selecting Post-Construction BMPs
Post Construction BMPs; Rock and revegetation including seeding, mulching and erosion
control blanket and FSD pond will be final BMP's. Permanent stabilization will be achieved with
70% vegetative establishment.
Inspections
Inspections should occur at least every 14 days and within 24 hours of a rainfall event producing
runoff, usually this occurs with precipitation of 1/4 inch of rain or more. The local news weather
report gives general rainfall amounts each day.
The inspection schedule should be routinely accomplished every 14 days and within 24 hours of
the end of a storm event for the entire site with all BMP's evaluated for performance and need.
Any BMP found to be ineffective should be re-accomplished or replaced with a new BMP to
provide the level of protection needed. BMP's found to be no longer needed can be removed.
Inspections should also be accomplished as soon as practical, at the end of a rain event
causing surface erosion. The general procedure for correcting problems when identified should
be documented in a log and a solution to correct the problem as soon as possible.
Record Keeping
Records should be retained for a minimum period of at least 3 years after the permit is
terminated. Use log sheet provided in the Appendix of this report. The inspection logs and
location of SWMP records should be kept onsite. Inspection logs will be signed.
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APPENDICES

COPY OF CDPHE APPLICATION

ASSIGNED PERMIT NUMBER
_____________________________
Date Received _____/_____/_____
MM DD YYYY
Revised: 10-2017

STORMWATER DISCHARGE ASSOCIATED WITH CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES APPLICATION
COLORADO DISCHARGE PERMIT SYSTEM (CDPS)
PHOTO COPIES, FAXED COPIES, PDF COPIES OR EMAILS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
For Applications submitted on paper - Please print or type. Original signatures are required.
All items must be completed accurately and in their entirety for the application to be deemed complete. Incomplete applications will not be processed
until all information is received which will ultimately delay the issuance of a permit. If more space is required to answer any question, please attach
additional sheets to the application form. Applications or signature pages for the application may be submitted by mail or hand delivered to:
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, 4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, WQCD-P-B2, Denver, CO 80246-1530
For Applications submitted electronically
Please note that you can ONLY complete the feedback form by downloading it to a PC or Mac/Apple computer and opening the Application with Adobe
Reader or a similar PDF reader. The form will NOT work with web browsers, Google preview, Mac preview software or on mobile devices using iOS or
Android operating systems.
If application is submitted electronically, processing of the application will begin at that time and not be delayed for receipt of the signed document.
Any additional information that you would like the Division to consider in developing the permit should be provided with the application. Examples
include effluent data and/or modeling and planned pollutant removal strategies.

Beginning July 1, 2016, invoices will be based on acres disturbed.
DO NOT PAY THE FEES NOW – Invoices will be sent after the receipt of the application.
Disturbed Acreage for this application (see page 4)
Less than 1 acre
($83 initial fee, $165 annual fee)
✔
1-30 acres
($175 initial fee, $350 annual fee)
Greater than 30 acres ($270 initial fee, $540 annual fee)
PERMIT INFORMATION
Reason for Application:

✔

NEW CERT

Applicant is:

✔

Property Owner

RENEW CERT

EXISTING CERT#

Contractor/Operator

A. CONTACT INFORMATION - *indicates required
* PERMITTED ORGANIZATION FORMAL NAME: DL Holdings, LLC
1) * PERMIT OPERATOR - the party that has operational control over day to day activities - may be the same as owner.
Responsible Person (Title):

General Manager

Currently Held By (Person):

FirstName:

Telephone:

719-574-7123

Organization:

DL Holdings, LLC

Mailing Address:

6799 Bismark Rd., Suite C

City:

Colorado Springs

Jeff

LastName:
Email Address:

Dwire

Jeff@Dwirex.com

State:

CO

Zip Code:

80922

Per Regulation 61 : All reports required by permits, and other information requested by the Division shall be signed by the permittee or by a duly
authorized representative of that person. A person is a duly authorized representative only if:
(i) The authorization is made in writing by the permittee
(ii) The authorization specifies either an individual or a position having responsibility for the overall operation of the regulated facility or
activity such as the position of plant manager, operator of a well or a well field, superintendent, position of equivalent responsibility, or
an individual or position having overall responsibility for environmental matters for the company. (A duly authorized representative
may thus be either a named individual or any individual occupying a named position); and
(iii) The written authorization is submitted to the Division
SW Construction Application for:

DL Holdings, LLC
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2)

OWNER - party has ownership or long term lease of property - may be the same as the operator.
✔

Same as 1) Permit Operator

Responsible Person (Title):

General Manager

Currently Held By (Person):

FirstName:

Telephone:

719-574-7123

Organization:

DL Holdings, LLC

Mailing Address:

6799 Bismark Rd., Suite C

City:

Colorado Springs

Jeff

Dwire

LastName:
Email Address:

Jeff@Dwirex.com

State:

CO

Zip Code:

80922

Per Regulation 61 : All reports required by permits, and other information requested by the Division shall be signed by the permittee or by a duly
authorized representative of that person. A person is a duly authorized representative only if:
i.
The authorization is made in writing by the permittee.
ii. The authorization specifies either an individual or a position having responsibility for the overall operation of the regulated facility or
activity such as the position of plant manager, operator of a well or a well field, superintendent, position of equivalent responsibility, or an
individual or position having overall responsibility for environmental matters for the company. (A duly authorized representative may thus
be either a named individual or any individual occupying a named position); and
iii. The written authorization is submitted to the Division.
3)

*SITE CONTACT local contact for questions relating to the facility & discharge authorized by this permit for the facility
✔

4)

Same as 1) Permit Operator

Responsible Person (Title):

General Manager

Currently Held By (Person):

FirstName:

Telephone:

719-574-7123

Organization:

DL Holdings, LLC

Mailing Address:

6799 Bismark Rd., Suite C

City:

Colorado Springs

Dwire

LastName:
Email Address:

Jeff@Dwirex.com

State:

CO

Zip Code:

80922

Zip Code:

80922

*BILLING CONTACT if different than the permittee.
✔

5)

Jeff

Same as 1) Permit Operator

Responsible Person (Title):

General Manager

Currently Held By (Person):

FirstName:

Telephone:

719-574-7123

Organization:

DL Holdings, LLC

Mailing Address:

6799 Bismark Rd., Suite C

City:

Colorado Springs

Jeff

Dwire

LastName:
Email Address:

Jeff@Dwirex.com

State:

CO

OTHER CONTACT TYPES (check below) Add pages if necessary:
Responsible Person (Title):
Currently Held By (Person):

FirstName:

Telephone:

LastName:
Email Address:

Organization:
Mailing Address:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Environmental Contact

Consultant

Stormwater MS4 Responsible Person

Inspection Facility Contact

Compliance Contact

Stormwater Authorized Representative

SW Construction Application for:
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B) PERMITTED PROJECT/FACILITY INFORMATION
Project/Facility Name

Dwire Storage Yard

Street Address or Cross Streets

North on Capital Drive from Industry Rd.

(e.g., Park St and 5 Ave; CR 21 and Hwy 10; 44 Ave and Clear Creek) ; A street name without an address, intersection, mile marker, or other

identifying information describing the location of the project is not adequate. For linear projects, the route of the project should be described as
best as possible using the starting point for the address and latitude and longitude – more clearly defined in the required map )
City:

Colorado Springs

County:

El Paso

Zip Code:

Facility Latitude/Longitude - List the latitude and longitude of the excavation(s) resulting in the discharge(s). If the exact soil disturbing location(s)
are not known, list the latitude and longitude of the center point of the construction project. If using the center point, be sure to specify that it is
the center point of construction activity. The preferred method is GPS and Decimal Degrees.
Latitude

38

.

88423

Longitude

Decimal Degrees (to 5 decimal places)

-104

.

67879

(e.g., 39.70312°, 104.93348°)

Decimal Degrees (to 5 decimal places)

This information may be obtained from a variety of sources, including:
 Surveyors or engineers for the project should have, or be able to calculate, this information.
 U.S. Geological Survey topographical map(s), available at area map stores.
 Using a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit to obtain a direct reading.
 Google - enter address in search engine, select the map, right click on location, and select “what’s here”.
Note: the latitude/longitude required above is not the directional degrees, minutes, and seconds provided on a site legal description to define
property boundaries.

C) MAP (Attachment) If no map is submitted, the application cannot be submitted.
Map: Attach a map that indicates the site location and that CLEARLY shows the boundaries of the area that will be disturbed. A vicinity map is not
adequate for this purpose.

D) LEGAL DESCRIPTION - only for Subdivisions
Legal description: If subdivided, provide the legal description below, or indicate that it is not applicable (do not supply Township/Range/Section
or metes and bounds description of site)
Subdivision(s):

OR

E)

Lot(s):

Block(s)

✔ Not applicable (site has not been subdivided)

AREA OF CONSTRUCTION SITE - SEE PAGE 1 - WILL DETERMINE FEE
Provide both the total area of the construction site, and the area that will undergo disturbance, in acres.
Total area of project disturbance site (acres):
Note: aside from clearing, grading and excavation activities, disturbed areas also include areas receiving overburden (e.g., stockpiles), demolition areas, and areas
with heavy equipment/vehicle traffic and storage that disturb existing vegetative cover.
Part of Larger Common Plan of Development or Sale, (i.e., total, including all phases, filings, lots, and infrastructure not covered by this application)

F)

NATURE OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Check the appropriate box(es) or provide a brief description that indicates the general nature of the construction activities. (The full description of activities must be
included in the Stormwater Management Plan.)

✔ Commercial Development
Residential Development
Highway and Transportation Development
Pipeline and Utilities (including natural gas, electricity, water, and communications)
Oil and Gas Exploration and Well Pad Development
Non-structural and other development (i.e. parks, trails, stream realignment, bank stabilization, demolition, etc.)

SW Construction Application for:
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G) ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
Construction Start Date:

January 2019

Final Stabilization Date:

July 2020



Construction Start Date - This is the day you expect to begin ground disturbing activities, including grubbing, stockpiling, excavating, demolition,
and grading activities.



Final Stabilization Date - in terms of permit coverage, this is when the site is finally stabilized. This means that all ground surface disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and all disturbed areas have been either built on, paved, or a uniform vegetative cover has been
established with an individual plant density of at least 70 percent of pre-disturbance levels. Permit coverage must be maintained until the site is
finally stabilized. Even if you are only doing one part of the project, the estimated final stabilization date must be for the overall project.
If permit coverage is still required once your part is completed, the permit certification may be transferred or reassigned to a new responsible
entity(s).

H) RECEIVING WATERS (If discharge is to a ditch or storm sewer, include the name of the ultimate receiving waters)
Immediate Receiving Water(s):

East Fork Sand Creek Sub-Tributary

Ultimate Receiving Water(s):

Sand Creek

Identify the receiving water of the stormwater from your site. Receiving waters are any waters of the State of Colorado. This includes all water courses, even if they
are usually dry. If stormwater from the construction site enters a ditch or storm sewer system, identify that system and indicate the ultimate receiving water for the
ditch or storm sewer. Note: a stormwater discharge permit does not allow a discharge into a ditch or storm sewer system without the approval of the owner/
operator of that system.
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I)

SIGNATURE PAGE
1.

You may print and sign this document and mail the hard copy to the State along with required documents (address on page one).

2.

Electronic Submission Signature
You may choose to submit your application electronically, along with required attachments. To do so, click the SUBMIT button below which will direct you, via
e-mail , to sign the document electronically using the DocuSign Electronic Signature process. Once complete, you will receive via e-mail, an electronically
stamped Adobe pdf of this application. Print the signature page from the electronically stamped pdf, sign it and mail it to the WQCD Permits Section to complete
the application process (address is on page one of the application).





The Division encourages use of the electronic submission of the application and electronic signature. This method meets signature requirements as
required by the State of Colorado.
The ink signed copy of the electronically stamped pdf signature page is also required to meet Federal EPA Requirements.
Processing of the application will begin with the receipt of the valid electronic signature.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN CERTIFICATION
By checking this box “I certify under penalty of law that a complete Stormwater Management Plan, as described in the stormwater management plan guidance,
has been pre-pared for my activity. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering
the information, the Stormwater Management Plan is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for falsely certifying the completion of said SWMP, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.”
"I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to
assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or
those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate and complete.
I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations."
“I understand that submittal of this application is for coverage under the State of Colorado General Permit for Stormwater Discharges Associated with Construction
Activity for the entirety of the construction site/project described and applied for, until such time as the application is amended or the certification is
transferred, inactivated, or expired.” [Reg 61.4(1)(h)]
For Docusign
Electronic Signature

Date:

Ink Signature

Signature of Legally Responsible Person or Authorized Agent (submission must include original signature)

Jeff Dwire

General Manager

Name (printed)

Title

Signature: The applicant must be either the owner and operator of the construction site. Refer to Part B of the instructions for additional information.
The application must be signed by the applicant to be considered complete. In all cases, it shall be signed as follows:
(Regulation 61.4 (1ei)
a) In the case of corporations, by the responsible corporate officer is responsible for the overall operation of the facility from which the discharge described in
the form originates
b) In the case of a partnership, by a general partner.
c) In the case of a sole proprietorship, by the proprietor.
d) In the case of a municipal, state, or other public facility, by either a principal executive officer, ranking elected official, (a principal executive officer has
responsibility for the overall operation of the facility from which the discharge originates).

3rd Party Preparer: If this form was prepared by an authorized agent on behalf of the Permittee, please complete the field below.

Preparer Name (printed)

Email Address

DO NOT INCLUDE A COPY OF THE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
DO NOT INCLUDE PAYMENT—AN INVOICE WILL BE SENT AFTER THE CERTIFICATION IS ISSUED.

Attach Map

Attach File

Attach File

Attach File
Attach File

Submit

SW Construction Application for:
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GRADING, EROSION, STORMWATER
INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Appendix C Inspection Checklist – Grading
Erosion, and Stormwater Quality Controls
DATE/TIME:
INSPECTOR:

CITY OF COLORADO
SPRINGS

TYPE OF INSPECTION: Self-Monitoring______
Initial _____

Compliance_____ Follow-Up_____

Reconnaissance_____
SITE:

Complaint_____ Final____

DATE OF PERMIT:

ADDRESS:
CONTRACTOR:

OWNER/OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE:

CONTACT:

CONTACT:

PHONE:

PHONE:

STAGE OF CONSTRUCTION: Initial BMP Installation/Prior to Construction_____ Clearing & Grubbing_____
Rough Grading_____ Finish Grading_____ Utility Construction_____ Building Construction_____
Final Stabilization_____

OVERALL SITE INSPECTION

YES/NO/N.A.

Is there any evidence of sediment leaving the construction
site? If so, note areas.
Have any adverse impacts such as flooding, structural
damage, erosion, spillage, or accumulation of sediment,
debris or litter occurred on or within public or private
property, wetlands or surface waters –to include
intermittent drainageways and the City’s stormwater
system (storm sewers, gutters, ditches, etc.)?
Are the BMPs properly installed and maintained?
Have the BMPs been placed as shown on approved plans?
Are the BMPs functioning as intended?
Is work being done according to approved plans and any
phased construction schedule?
Is the construction schedule on track?
Are drainage channels and outlets adequately stabilized?
Is there any evidence of discharges or spills of fuels,
lubricants, chemicals, etc.?

STORMWATER QUALITY BMP MANUAL
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REMARKS/ACTIONS

BMP MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST

YES/NO/N.A.

CHECK DAM
Has accumulated sediment and debris been
removed per maintenance requirements?
EROSION CONTROL BLANKET
Is fabric damaged, loose or in need of repairs?
INLET PROTECTION
Is the inlet protection damaged, ineffective or in
need of repairs?
Has sediment been removed per maintenance
requirements?
MULCHING
Distributed uniformly on all disturbed areas?
Is the application rate adequate?
Any evidence of mulch being blown or washed
away?
Has the mulched area been seeded, if necessary?
SEDIMENT BASIN
Is the sediment basin properly constructed and
operational?
Has sediment and debris been cleaned out of the
basin?
SILT FENCE
Is the fence damaged, collapsed, unentrenched or
ineffective?
Has sediment been removed per maintenance
requirements?
Is the silt fence properly located?
SLOPE DRAIN
Is water bypassing or undercutting the inlet or pipe?
Is erosion occurring at the outlet of the pipe?
STRAW BALE BARRIER
Are the straw bales damaged, ineffective or
unentrenched?
Has sediment been removed per maintenance
requirements?
Are the bales installed and positioned correctly?

STORMWATER QUALITY BMP MANUAL
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REMARKS/ACTIONS
NECESSARY

BMP MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST

YES/NO/N.A.

SURFACE ROUGHENING
Is the roughening consistent/uniform on slopes??
Any evidence of erosion?
TEMPORARY SEEDING
Are the seedbeds protected by mulch?
Has any erosion occurred in the seeded area?
Any evidence of vehicle tracking on seeded areas?
TEMPORARY SWALES
Has any sediment or debris been deposited within
the swales?
Have the slopes of the swale eroded or has damage
occurred to the lining?
Are the swales properly located?
VEHICLE TRACKING
Is gravel surface clogged with mud or sediment?
Is the gravel surface sinking into the ground?
Has sediment been tracked onto any roads and has
it been cleaned up?
Is inlet protection placed around curb inlets near
construction entrance?
OTHER

STORMWATER QUALITY BMP MANUAL
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REMARKS/ACTIONS
NECESSARY

FINAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST

YES/NO/N.A.

REMARKS/ACTIONS
NECESSARY

Has all grading been completed in compliance with
the approved Plan, and all stabilization completed,
including vegetation, retaining walls or other
approved measures?
Has final stabilization been achieved – uniform
vegetative cover with a density of at least 70 percent of
pre-disturbance levels, and cover capable of
adequately controlling soil erosion; or permanent,
physical erosion methods?
Have all temporary measures been removed?
Have all stockpiles, construction materials and
construction equipment been removed?
Are all paved surfaces clean (on-site and off-site)?
Has sediment and debris been removed from drainage
facilities (on-site and off-site) and other off-site
property, including proper restoration of any
damaged property?
Have all permanent stormwater quality BMPs been
installed and completed?
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

The items noted as needing action must be remedied no later than ______________________.
The contractor shall notify the inspector when all the items noted above have been
addressed.
By signing this inspection form, the owner/owner’s representative and the contractor
acknowledge that they have received a copy of the inspection report and are aware it is their
responsibility to take corrective actions by the date noted above. Failure to sign does not
relieve the contractor and owner/owner’s representative of their responsibility to take the
necessary corrective action and of their liability for any damages that have occurred or may
occur.
INSPECTOR’S SIGNATURE:

DATE:

OWNER/OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE:

DATE:

CONTRACTOR’S SIGNATURE:

DATE:

STORMWATER QUALITY BMP MANUAL
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SPILL CLEANUP INSTRUCTIONS AND REPORT FORM

Environmental Spill Reporting
24—Hour Emergency and Incident Reporting Line
Office of Emergency Preparedness & Response
1-877-518-5608
Updated: June, 2018

Reporting chemical spills and releases in Colorado
General
For all hazardous substance incidents, local emergency response agencies must be notified.

Releases from fixed facilities
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) Title III, requires reporting releases from fixed
facilities
Refer to the SARA Title III List of Lists, available from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), for the
reportable quantity.
The party that owns the spilled material must immediately notify the following agencies or organizations:


National Response Center (NRC) 1-800-424-8802;



Colorado Emergency Planning Committee (CEPC), represented by the Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment (CDPHE) 1-877-518-5608; and



Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) 1-720-852-6600.

In addition to telephone notification, the responsible party must also send written notification describing the
release and associated emergency response to both the CEPC (in this case, CDPHE) and the LEPC.

Releases from RCRA facilities
Emergency releases from facilities permitted under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are
reportable according to the permit requirements.
The permit often requires reporting to CDPHE, even if the amount of the release is less than a reportable
quantity under SARA Title III (6 CCR 1007-3 Part 264).
Permitted facilities and generators and transporters of hazardous waste are required to have and implement a
contingency plan that describes the actions facility personnel must take in response to fires, explosions or any
unplanned sudden or non-sudden release of hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents to air, soil,
surface or ground water at the facility (6 CCR 1007-3 Sections 261, 262, 263, 264 and 265).
Whenever there is an imminent or actual emergency situation, appropriate state or local agencies, with
designated response roles as described in the contingency plan, must be notified immediately.
The National Response Center or government official designated as the regional on-scene coordinator must be
notified immediately if it is determined that the facility has had a release, fire or explosion that could
threaten human health or the environment outside the facility.
CDPHE and local authorities must be notified when the facility is back in compliance and ready to resume
operations. In addition, the facility must send a written report to CDPHE within 15 days of any incident that
requires implementation of the contingency plan. The contingency plan should include current contact
information for notification and submittal of written reports.
Permitted facilities, generators and transporters that store hazardous waste must notify CDPHE within 24 hours
of any release to the environment that is greater than one (1) pound and must submit a written report to
CDPHE within 30 days of the release (6 CCR 1007-3).

Environmental Spill Reporting
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Transportation accidents
Transportation accidents that require reporting:




Result in a spill or release of a hazardous substance in excess of the reportable quantity (40 CFR Part
302.6)
Cause injury or death or cause estimated property damage exceeding $50,000.
Cause an evacuation of the general public lasting one or more hours.

Those that close or shut down one or more major transportation arteries or facilities or result in fire, breakage,
spillage, or suspected contamination from radioactive or infectious substances must immediately be reported
to the National Response Center.
Refer to the EPA SARA Title III List of Lists for those substances that have reportable quantities.
In addition to the NRC being notified, the local emergency number (9-1-1) must be called and CDPHE should be
notified.
Written notification of any transportation accident involving a release of hazardous materials must be provided
to the U.S. Department of Transportation within 30 days (49 CFR Part 171.16)
Since hazardous waste is a subset of hazardous materials, transporters who have discharged hazardous waste
must notify the NRC and provide a written report to the US Department of Transportation as noted in the above
reporting requirements.
The transporter must give immediate notice to the nearest Colorado State Patrol office (8 CCR 1507-8 HMP 5)
and the nearest law enforcement agency if the accident or spill involved a vehicle (42-20-113(3) CRS).
Notification and a written report detailing the ultimate disposition of the discharge of hazardous waste must
also be provided to CDPHE (6 CCR 1007-2 Section 263.30). This may be a duplicate copy of the US Department
of Transportation report
In the event of a spill or discharge of hazardous waste at a transfer facility, the transporter must notify CDPHE
within 24 hours if the spill exceeds 55 gallons or if there is a fire or explosion.
Within 15 days of a reportable incident, the transporter must submit a written report of the incident to CDPHE,
including the final disposition of the material (6 CCR 1007-2 Section 263.40).
Releases of hazardous waste at a transfer facility may also require notification to the National Response Center
and a written report to the U.S. Department of Transportation.

Releases to water
A release of any chemical, oil, petroleum product, sewage, etc., which may enter waters of the State of
Colorado (which include surface water, ground water and dry gullies or storm sewers leading to surface water)
must be reported to CDPHE immediately (25-8-601 CRS).
Written notification to CDPHE must follow within five (5) days (5 CCR 1002-61, Section 61.8(5)(d)).
Any accidental discharge to the sanitary sewer system must be reported immediately to the local sewer
authority and the affected wastewater treatment plant.
Releases of petroleum products and certain hazardous substances listed under the Federal Clean Water Act (40
CFR Part 116) must be reported to the National Response Center as well as to CDPHE (1-877-518-5608) as
required under the Clean Water Act and the Oil Pollution Act.

Releases to air
Any unpredictable failure of air pollution control or process equipment that results in the violation of emission
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control regulations should be reported CDPHE by 10 a.m. of the following working day, followed by a written
notice explaining the cause of the occurrence and describing action that has been or is being taken to correct
the condition causing the violation and to prevent such excess emissions in the future (5 CCR 1001-2 Common
Provisions Regulations Section II.E).
If emergency conditions cause excess emissions at a permitted facility, the owner/operator must provide
notice to CDPHE no later than noon of the next working day following the emergency, and follow by written
notice within one month of the time when emission limitations were exceeded due to the emergency (5 CCR
1001-5, Regulation 3 Part C, Section VII.C.4).

Releases from oil and gas wells
All spills or releases of exploration and production wastes or produced fluids which meet the reporting
thresholds of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC) Rule 906 shall be reported verbally to
the COGCC within 24 hours of discovery and on the COGCC Spill/Release Report Form 19 within 72 hours of
discovery.
Spills or releases are reportable to the COGCC in the following circumstances:
1) the spill or release impacts or threatens to impact any waters of the state, (which include surface
water, ground water and dry gullies or storm sewers leading to surface water), a residence or occupied
structure, livestock or a public byway;
2) a spill or release in which 1 barrel or more is released outside of berms or other secondary containment;
or
3) any spill or release of 5 barrels or more.
COGCC also requires reportable spills or releases be reported to the surface owner and local
government. Whether or not they are reportable, spills or releases of any size must be stopped, cleaned up,
and investigated as soon as practicable.
If the spill or release impacts or threatens to impact waters of the state, it must also be reported immediately
to CDPHE (25-8-601 CRS).

Releases from storage tanks
Petroleum releases of 25 gallons or more (or any size that causes a sheen on nearby surface waters) from
regulated aboveground and underground fuel storage tanks must be reported to the Division of Oil and Public
Safety (303-318-8547) within 24 hours. If the report is made after business hours, please leave a message on
the technical assistance line for the Division of Oil and Public Safety, and contact the 24 hour CDPHE
Emergency and Incident Reporting Line. This includes spills from fuel dispensers.
Spills or releases of hazardous substances from regulated storage tanks in excess of the reportable quantity (40
CFR Part 302.6) must be reported to the National Response Center and the local fire authority immediately,
and to the Division of Oil and Public Safety within 24 hours. (8-20.5-208 CRS and 7 CCR 1101-14 Article 4).
Owners/operators of regulated storage tanks must contain and immediately clean up a spill or overfill of less
than 25 gallons of petroleum and a spill or overfill of a hazardous substance that is less than the reportable
quantity.
If cleanup cannot be accomplished within 24 hours, the Division of Oil and Public Safety must be notified
immediately (7 CCR 1101-14 Article 4-4).
CDPHE should also be notified in the case of hazardous substance releases as cleanup activities may be covered
by state solid or hazardous waste requirements (6 CCR 1007-2, 6 CCR 1007-3).
Any release that has or may impact waters of the state (which include surface water, ground water and dry
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gullies or storm sewers leading to surface water), no matter how small, must be reported immediately to
CDPHE (25-8-601 CRS).

Releases from pipelines
Releases of five or more gallons of hazardous liquids or carbon dioxide from a pipeline that result in explosion
or fire, cause injury or death or cause estimated property damage (including cost of clean-up and recovery,
value of lost product and property damage) exceeding $50,000 must be reported immediately to the US
Department of Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety (49 CFR Part 195 Subpart B) and the National Response
Center.
Releases of five or more gallons of hazardous liquids or carbon dioxide from interstate pipelines that do not
involve explosion or fire, injury or death or property damage exceeding $50,000 should be reported to the US
Department of Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety within 30 days after the incident.
Releases of natural gas from intrastate pipelines that cause injury or death, property damage in excess of
$50,000 (including the cost of lost product), closure of a public road, or evacuation of 50 or more people must
be reported immediately to the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, Pipeline Safety Group (4 CCR 723-11-2).
Releases of natural gas or liquefied natural gas (LNG) from interstate pipelines that cause injury or death,
property damage in excess of $50,000 (including the cost of lost product), or results in an emergency shutdown
of the facility must be reported immediately to the National Response Center and the US Dept of
Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety.
Releases of oil, petroleum products or other hazardous liquids from interstate and intrastate pipelines that
have or may enter waters of the State of Colorado (which include surface water, ground water and dry gullies
or storm sewers leading to surface water) must be reported to CDPHE immediately (25-8-601 CRS). CDPHE
should also be notified of releases to soil, as cleanup activities may be covered by state solid or hazardous
waste requirements (6 CCR 1007-2, 6 CCR 1007-3).

Radiological accidents, incidents, and events
CDPHE must be notified of any condition that has caused or threatens to cause an event, which meets or
exceeds the criteria specified in (6 CCR 1007-1) RH 4.51 and RH 4.52 of the State of Colorado Rules and
Regulations Pertaining to Radiation Control. Reportable events include lost radioactive materials, lost
radiation producing machines, over-exposures to persons, contamination events and fires or explosions
involving radioactive materials.
Depending upon the severity of the event, notification may be required immediately, within 24 hours, or within
30 days. In most cases, a written follow-up report is also required.
If you are unsure of the proper notification requirement, please contact CDPHE immediately. Telephone event
notifications can be made to the CDPHE Radiation Program at any time by calling 1-303-877-9757.

Notification Numbers
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment toll-free 24-hour environmental emergency and incident reporting
line: (877) 518-5608 (24-hour)
National Response Center
(800) 424-8802 (24-hour)
State Oil Inspector (Colorado Division of Oil & Public Safety-Above & Underground Storage Tank Regulators)
(303) 318-8547

Environmental Spill Reporting
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Five day reporting form
Incident / spill / sanitary sewer overflow release
Use this form to report iincidents impacting waters of the state

The Water Quality Control Division distinguishes between reporting requirements for incidents that occur at entities
operating under a Colorado Discharge Permit System ((CDPS) permit and those resulting from non-permitted
non
activities.
Permitted activities -Reporting
Reporting and management of non-compliance incidents and spills that occur as a result of
permitted activities should be performed in accordance with thespecific requirements in the notifications section
ofyourpermit. You may use this form to submit the information requested in the permit.
Non-permitted activities- In the case of an activity where a permit does not address reporting of, or response to, a
given spill please submit a written summary of the event, your response, and clean up efforts to the division within five
working days of the date of the event. This form is provided for your convenience. If you have any
an questions please
contact the division’s field services staff person assigned to your spill case.
Prior to the five working day deadline you may request an extension to submit the report if needed for sampling
analysis or other reasons. To request an extensi
extension
on please send an email to the division’s field services
s
staff person
assigned to your spill case
e or to the spill administrator. The field services ccontact
ontact list is available at:
www.colorado.gov/cdphe/wq-inspection-services
services-contact-us.
Please send the completed form orr report with signature to the d
division’s field services spill administrator:
a
Michelle Thiebaud
222 S. Sixth Street, 232
Grand Junction, CO 81501
1.

Telephone: 970-248-7150
Fax: 970-248-7198
Email: michelle.thiebaud@state.co.us

Incident background information

Incident/spill number
(division provided)
Type of incident / spill / SSO (check one)
☐Sanitary sewer overflow
☐Wastewatertreatment plant bypass or upset
(authorized outfall point)
☐Wastewatertreatment plant spill or overflow
verflow
(other than outfall)
Estimated volume released

Date of
event

County

☐Potable water/reuse water/
reclaimed water
☐Petroleum product

☐Biosolids

☐Chemical

☐Other

☐Oil
Oil or gas field production spill
s

Size and depth of area affected
Contact information
Potentially responsible party contact name
Potentially responsible party company/agency n
name
CDPHE Permit number and facility name (if applicable)
Email address

Phone

2.

Incident information:
nformation: Please provide the following information.

A.

Describe incident including source, cause,, and location (e.g. address, latitude/longitude)
latitude/longitude).

B.

Material released, e.g. untreated wastewater, specific chemical or produc
product, biosolids.. Please attach the OSHA Material Safety
Data Sheets for any and all chemicals or products in spill or release.

C.

Actual or estimated duration of the event and time spill was fully controlled/stopped. If release is still occurring, the date
and time the release is expected to be stopped.

D.

Describe measures taken or planned to contain, reduce, and clean up spill or release.

E.

Describe steps taken or planned to prevent reoccurrence.

3.

Incident impact to state waters (As defined in § 25-8-103(19), C.R.S.).
Examples of state waters include:stormwater conveyances (when they discharge to surface water), perennial streams,
intermittent or ephemeral gulches, ditches, ponds, lakes, reservoirs, irrigation canals, wetlands and groundwater.
A. Did flow or materials reach surface water of the state?If so, identify the water body or bodies and describe the path of flow.
What quantity of material reached the surface waters and what was the resulting impact?

B.

Did flow or materials reach groundwater of the state? If so, identify the water body or bodies and describe the path of flow.
If yes, what quantity of material reached the ground or groundwater and what was the resulting impact?

C.

Did the incident include any of the following? If so, please include additional details below.
☐Chemical release
☐Fish kill
☐Sheen on water

D.

Were any water quality samples or other samples taken? If so, please describe sampling process, sampling location(s) in
relationship to the incident, i.e. up/down streamand attach results.

4.

Incident impact to areas or water users

A.

Describe the potential impact of the incident/spill/SSO to public use areas or downstream water users. This includes parks
and swim beaches or public water system sources and irrigation diversions.

B.

Were the impacted area users and downstream water users notified and describe the method of notification, e.g. signs
posted, via phone.

C.

List any downstream users who were notified.

I hereby certify that the information presented above is accurate and complete.
Signature
Name and title
Company, organization

Date

Revised November 2017

BMP CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Vehicle Tracking Control (VTC)

SM-4

Descr iption
Vehicle tracking controls provide
stabilized construction site access where
vehicles exit the site onto paved public
roads. An effective vehicle tracking
control helps remove sediment (mud or
dirt) from vehicles, reducing tracking onto
the paved surface.

Appr opr iate Uses
Implement a stabilized construction
entrance or vehicle tracking control where
Photograph VTC-1. A vehicle tracking control pad constructed with
frequent heavy vehicle traffic exits the
properly sized rock reduces off-site sediment tracking.
construction site onto a paved roadway. An
effective vehicle tracking control is
particularly important during the following conditions:


Wet weather periods when mud is easily tracked off site.



During dry weather periods where dust is a concern.



When poorly drained, clayey soils are present on site.

Although wheel washes are not required in designs of vehicle tracking controls, they may be needed at
particularly muddy sites.

Design and Installation
Construct the vehicle tracking control on a level surface. Where feasible, grade the tracking control
towards the construction site to reduce off-site runoff. Place signage, as needed, to direct construction
vehicles to the designated exit through the vehicle tracking control. There are several different types of
stabilized construction entrances including:
VTC-1. Aggregate Vehicle Tracking Control. This is a coarse-aggregate surfaced pad underlain by a
geotextile. This is the most common vehicle tracking control, and when properly maintained can be
effective at removing sediment from vehicle tires.
VTC-2. Vehicle Tracking Control with Construction Mat or Turf Reinforcement Mat. This type of
control may be appropriate for site access at very small construction sites with low traffic volume over
vegetated areas. Although this application does not typically remove sediment from vehicles, it helps
protect existing vegetation and provides a stabilized entrance.

Vehicle Tracking Control
Functions
Erosion Control
Sediment Control
Site/Material Management

November 2010

Urban Drainage and Flood Control District
Urban Storm Drainage Criteria Manual Volume 3

Moderate
Yes
Yes

VTC-1

SM-4

Vehicle Tracking Control (VTC)

VTC-3. Stabilized Construction Entrance/Exit with Wheel Wash. This is an aggregate pad, similar
to VTC-1, but includes equipment for tire washing. The wheel wash equipment may be as simple as
hand-held power washing equipment to more advance proprietary systems. When a wheel wash is
provided, it is important to direct wash water to a sediment trap prior to discharge from the site.
Vehicle tracking controls are sometimes installed in combination with a sediment trap to treat runoff.

Maintenance and Removal
Inspect the area for degradation and
replace aggregate or material used for a
stabilized entrance/exit as needed. If the
area becomes clogged and ponds water,
remove and dispose of excess sediment
or replace material with a fresh layer of
aggregate as necessary.
With aggregate vehicle tracking controls,
ensure rock and debris from this area do
not enter the public right-of-way.
Remove sediment that is tracked onto the
public right of way daily or more
frequently as needed. Excess sediment
in the roadway indicates that the
stabilized construction entrance needs
maintenance.

Photograph VTC-2. A vehicle tracking control pad with wheel wash
facility. Photo courtesy of Tom Gore.

Ensure that drainage ditches at the
entrance/exit area remain clear.
A stabilized entrance should be removed only when there is no longer the potential for vehicle tracking to
occur. This is typically after the site has been stabilized.
When wheel wash equipment is used, be sure that the wash water is discharged to a sediment trap prior to
discharge. Also inspect channels conveying the water from the wash area to the sediment trap and
stabilize areas that may be eroding.
When a construction entrance/exit is removed, excess sediment from the aggregate should be removed
and disposed of appropriately. The entrance should be promptly stabilized with a permanent surface
following removal, typically by paving.

VTC-2

Urban Drainage and Flood Control District
Urban Storm Drainage Criteria Manual Volume 3
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Vehicle Tracking Control (VTC)
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VTC-6

Vehicle Tracking Control (VTC)

Urban Drainage and Flood Control District
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Description
A silt fence is a woven geotextile fabric
attached to wooden posts and trenched
into the ground. It is designed as a
sediment barrier to intercept sheet flow
runoff from disturbed areas.

Appropriate Uses
A silt fence can be used where runoff is
conveyed from a disturbed area as sheet
flow. Silt fence is not designed to
receive concentrated flow or to be used
as a filter fabric. Typical uses include:


Down slope of a disturbed area to
accept sheet flow.



Along the perimeter of a receiving
water such as a stream, pond or
wetland.



At the perimeter of a construction site.

Photograph SF-1. Silt fence creates a sediment barrier, forcing
sheet flow runoff to evaporate or infiltrate.

Design and Installation
Silt fence should be installed along the contour of slopes so that it intercepts sheet flow. The maximum
recommended tributary drainage area per 100 lineal feet of silt fence, installed along the contour, is
approximately 0.25 acres with a disturbed slope length of up to 150 feet and a tributary slope gradient no
steeper than 3:1. Longer and steeper slopes require additional measures. This recommendation only
applies to silt fence installed along the contour. Silt fence installed for other uses, such as perimeter
control, should be installed in a way that will not produce concentrated flows. For example, a "J-hook"
installation may be appropriate to force runoff to pond and evaporate or infiltrate in multiple areas rather
than concentrate and cause erosive conditions parallel to the silt fence.
See Detail SF-1 for proper silt fence installation, which involves proper trenching, staking, securing the
fabric to the stakes, and backfilling the silt fence. Properly installed silt fence should not be easily pulled
out by hand and there should be no gaps between the ground and the fabric.
Silt fence must meet the minimum allowable strength requirements, depth of installation requirement, and
other specifications in the design details. Improper installation
of silt fence is a common reason for silt fence failure; however,
Silt Fence
when properly installed and used for the appropriate purposes, it
Functions
can be highly effective.
Erosion Control
No
Sediment Control
Yes
Site/Material Management
No
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Maintenance and Removal
Inspection of silt fence includes observing the
material for tears or holes and checking for slumping
fence and undercut areas bypassing flows. Repair of
silt fence typically involves replacing the damaged
section with a new section. Sediment accumulated
behind silt fence should be removed, as needed to
maintain BMP effectiveness, typically before it
reaches a depth of 6 inches.
Silt fence may be removed when the upstream area
has reached final stabilization.

Photograph SF-2. When silt fence is not installed along
the contour, a "J-hook" installation may be appropriate
to ensure that the BMP does not create concentrated
flow parallel to the silt fence. Photo courtesy of Tom
Gore.

SF-2
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Description
Concrete waste management involves
designating and properly managing a
specific area of the construction site as a
concrete washout area. A concrete
washout area can be created using one of
several approaches designed to receive
wash water from washing of tools and
concrete mixer chutes, liquid concrete
waste from dump trucks, mobile batch
mixers, or pump trucks. Three basic
approaches are available: excavation of a
pit in the ground, use of an above ground
storage area, or use of prefabricated haulaway concrete washout containers.
Surface discharges of concrete washout
water from construction sites are prohibited. Photograph CWA-1. Example of concrete washout area. Note gravel
tracking pad for access and sign.

Appropriate Uses
Concrete washout areas must be designated on all sites that will generate concrete wash water or liquid
concrete waste from onsite concrete mixing or concrete delivery.
Because pH is a pollutant of concern for washout activities, when unlined pits are used for concrete
washout, the soil must have adequate buffering capacity to result in protection of state groundwater
standards; otherwise, a liner/containment must be used. The following management practices are
recommended to prevent an impact from unlined pits to groundwater:


The use of the washout site should be temporary (less than 1 year), and



The washout site should be not be located in an area where shallow groundwater may be present, such
as near natural drainages, springs, or wetlands.

Design and Installation
Concrete washout activities must be conducted in a manner that does not contribute pollutants to surface
waters or stormwater runoff. Concrete washout areas may be lined or unlined excavated pits in the
ground, commercially manufactured prefabricated washout containers, or aboveground holding areas
constructed of berms, sandbags or straw bales with a plastic liner.
Although unlined washout areas may be used, lined pits may be required to protect groundwater under
certain conditions.
Concrete Washout Area
Do not locate an unlined washout area within 400 feet Functions
of any natural drainage pathway or waterbody or
Erosion Control
No
within 1,000 feet of any wells or drinking water
Sediment Control
No
sources. Even for lined concrete washouts, it is
advisable to locate the facility away from waterbodies
Site/Material Management
Yes
and drainage paths. If site constraints make these
November 2010
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setbacks infeasible or if highly permeable soils exist in the area, then the pit must be installed with an
impermeable liner (16 mil minimum thickness) or surface storage alternatives using prefabricated
concrete washout devices or a lined aboveground storage area should be used.
Design details with notes are provided in Detail CWA-1 for pits and CWA-2 for aboveground storage
areas. Pre-fabricated concrete washout container information can be obtained from vendors.

Maintenance and Removal
A key consideration for concrete washout areas is to ensure that adequate signage is in place identifying
the location of the washout area. Part of inspecting and maintaining washout areas is ensuring that
adequate signage is provided and in good repair and that the washout area is being used, as opposed to
washout in non-designated areas of the site.
Remove concrete waste in the washout area, as needed to maintain BMP function (typically when filled to
about two-thirds of its capacity). Collect concrete waste and deliver offsite to a designated disposal
location.
Upon termination of use of the washout site, accumulated solid waste, including concrete waste and any
contaminated soils, must be removed from the site to prevent on-site disposal of solid waste. If the wash
water is allowed to evaporate and the concrete hardens, it may be recycled.

Photograph CWA-2. Prefabricated concrete washout. Photo
courtesy of CDOT.

CWA-2

Photograph CWA-3. Earthen concrete washout. Photo
courtesy of CDOT.
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Inlet Protection (IP)

SC-6

Description
Inlet protection consists of permeable
barriers installed around an inlet to
filter runoff and remove sediment prior
to entering a storm drain inlet. Inlet
protection can be constructed from rock
socks, sediment control logs, silt fence,
block and rock socks, or other materials
approved by the local jurisdiction.
Area inlets can also be protected by
over-excavating around the inlet to
form a sediment trap.

Appropriate Uses
Install protection at storm sewer inlets
Photograph IP-1. Inlet protection for a curb opening inlet.
that are operable during construction.
Consider the potential for tracked-out
sediment or temporary stockpile areas to contribute sediment to inlets when determining which inlets
must be protected. This may include inlets in the general proximity of the construction area, not limited
to downgradient inlets. Inlet protection is not a stand-alone BMP and should be used in conjunction with
other upgradient BMPs.

Design and Installation
To function effectively, inlet protection measures must be installed to ensure that flows do not bypass the
inlet protection and enter the storm drain without treatment. However, designs must also enable the inlet
to function without completely blocking flows into the inlet in a manner that causes localized flooding.
When selecting the type of inlet protection, consider factors such as type of inlet (e.g., curb or area, sump
or on-grade conditions), traffic, anticipated flows, ability to secure the BMP properly, safety and other
site-specific conditions. For example, block and rock socks will be better suited to a curb and gutter
along a roadway, as opposed to silt fence or sediment control logs, which cannot be properly secured in a
curb and gutter setting, but are effective area inlet protection measures.
Several inlet protection designs are provided in the Design Details. Additionally, a variety of proprietary
products are available for inlet protection that may be approved for use by local governments. If
proprietary products are used, design details and installation procedures from the manufacturer must be
followed. Regardless of the type of inlet protection selected, inlet protection is most effective when
combined with other BMPs such as curb socks and check dams. Inlet protection is often the last barrier
before runoff enters the storm sewer or receiving water.
Inlet Protection
(various forms)

Design details with notes are provided for these forms of inlet
protection:
IP-1. Block and Rock Sock Inlet Protection for Sump or On-grade
Inlets
IP-2. Curb (Rock) Socks Upstream of Inlet Protection, On-grade
Inlets
August 2013
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IP-3. Rock Sock Inlet Protection for Sump/Area Inlet
IP-4. Silt Fence Inlet Protection for Sump/Area Inlet
IP-5. Over-excavation Inlet Protection
IP-6. Straw Bale Inlet Protection for Sump/Area Inlet
CIP-1. Culvert Inlet Protection
Propriety inlet protection devices should be installed in accordance with manufacturer specifications.
More information is provided below on selecting inlet protection for sump and on-grade locations.

Inlets Located in a Sump
When applying inlet protection in sump conditions, it is important that the inlet continue to function
during larger runoff events. For curb inlets, the maximum height of the protective barrier should be lower
than the top of the curb opening to allow overflow into the inlet during larger storms without excessive
localized flooding. If the inlet protection height is greater than the curb elevation, particularly if the filter
becomes clogged with sediment, runoff will not enter the inlet and may bypass it, possibly causing
localized flooding, public safety issues, and downstream erosion and damage from bypassed flows.
Area inlets located in a sump setting can be protected through the use of silt fence, concrete block and
rock socks (on paved surfaces), sediment control logs/straw wattles embedded in the adjacent soil and
stacked around the area inlet (on pervious surfaces), over-excavation around the inlet, and proprietary
products providing equivalent functions.

Inlets Located on a Slope
For curb and gutter inlets on paved sloping streets, block and rock sock inlet protection is recommended
in conjunction with curb socks in the gutter leading to the inlet. For inlets located along unpaved roads,
also see the Check Dam Fact Sheet.

Maintenance and Removal
Inspect inlet protection frequently. Inspection and maintenance guidance includes:


Inspect for tears that can result in sediment directly entering the inlet, as well as result in the contents
of the BMP (e.g., gravel) washing into the inlet.



Check for improper installation resulting in untreated flows bypassing the BMP and directly entering
the inlet or bypassing to an unprotected downstream inlet. For example, silt fence that has not been
properly trenched around the inlet can result in flows under the silt fence and directly into the inlet.



Look for displaced BMPs that are no longer protecting the inlet. Displacement may occur following
larger storm events that wash away or reposition the inlet protection. Traffic or equipment may also
crush or displace the BMP.



Monitor sediment accumulation upgradient of the inlet protection.

IP-2
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Remove sediment accumulation from the area upstream of the inlet protection, as needed to maintain
BMP effectiveness, typically when it reaches no more than half the storage capacity of the inlet
protection. For silt fence, remove sediment when it accumulates to a depth of no more than 6 inches.
Remove sediment accumulation from the area upstream of the inlet protection as needed to maintain
the functionality of the BMP.



Propriety inlet protection devices should be inspected and maintained in accordance with
manufacturer specifications. If proprietary inlet insert devices are used, sediment should be removed
in a timely manner to prevent devices from breaking and spilling sediment into the storm drain.

Inlet protection must be removed and properly disposed of when the drainage area for the inlet has
reached final stabilization.
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Temporary and Permanent Seeding (TS/PS)

EC-2

Description
Temporary seeding can be used to
stabilize disturbed areas that will be
inactive for an extended period.
Permanent seeding should be used to
stabilize areas at final grade that will not
be otherwise stabilized. Effective seeding
includes preparation of a seedbed,
selection of an appropriate seed mixture,
proper planting techniques, and protection
of the seeded area with mulch, geotextiles,
or other appropriate measures.

Appropriate Uses
When the soil surface is disturbed and
Photograph TS/PS -1. Equipment used to drill seed. Photo courtesy of
will remain inactive for an extended
Douglas County.
period (typically 30 days or longer),
proactive stabilization measures should be implemented. If the inactive period is short-lived (on the order
of two weeks), techniques such as surface roughening may be appropriate. For longer periods of
inactivity, temporary seeding and mulching can provide effective erosion control. Permanent seeding
should be used on finished areas that have not been otherwise stabilized.
Typically, local governments have their own seed mixes and timelines for seeding. Check jurisdictional
requirements for seeding and temporary stabilization.

Design and Installation
Effective seeding requires proper seedbed preparation, selection of an appropriate seed mixture, use of
appropriate seeding equipment to ensure proper coverage and density, and protection with mulch or fabric
until plants are established.
The USDCM Volume 2 Revegetation Chapter contains detailed seed mix, soil preparations, and seeding
and mulching recommendations that may be referenced to supplement this Fact Sheet.
Drill seeding is the preferred seeding method. Hydroseeding is not recommended except in areas where
steep slopes prevent use of drill seeding equipment, and even in these instances it is preferable to hand
seed and mulch. Some jurisdictions do not allow hydroseeding or hydromulching.

Seedbed Preparation
Prior to seeding, ensure that areas to be revegetated have
soil conditions capable of supporting vegetation. Overlot
grading can result in loss of topsoil, resulting in poor quality
subsoils at the ground surface that have low nutrient value,
little organic matter content, few soil microorganisms,
rooting restrictions, and conditions less conducive to
infiltration of precipitation. As a result, it is typically
necessary to provide stockpiled topsoil, compost, or other
June 2012
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soil amendments and rototill them into the soil to a depth of 6 inches or more.
Topsoil should be salvaged during grading operations for use and spread on areas to be revegetated later.
Topsoil should be viewed as an important resource to be utilized for vegetation establishment, due to its
water-holding capacity, structure, texture, organic matter content, biological activity, and nutrient content.
The rooting depth of most native grasses in the semi-arid Denver metropolitan area is 6 to 18 inches. At a
minimum, the upper 6 inches of topsoil should be stripped, stockpiled, and ultimately respread across
areas that will be revegetated.
Where topsoil is not available, subsoils should be amended to provide an appropriate plant-growth
medium. Organic matter, such as well digested compost, can be added to improve soil characteristics
conducive to plant growth. Other treatments can be used to adjust soil pH conditions when needed. Soil
testing, which is typically inexpensive, should be completed to determine and optimize the types and
amounts of amendments that are required.
If the disturbed ground surface is compacted, rip or rototill the surface prior to placing topsoil. If adding
compost to the existing soil surface, rototilling is necessary. Surface roughening will assist in placement
of a stable topsoil layer on steeper slopes, and allow infiltration and root penetration to greater depth.
Prior to seeding, the soil surface should be rough and the seedbed should be firm, but neither too loose
nor compacted. The upper layer of soil should be in a condition suitable for seeding at the proper depth
and conducive to plant growth. Seed-to-soil contact is the key to good germination.

Seed Mix for Temporary Vegetation
To provide temporary vegetative cover on disturbed areas which will not be paved, built upon, or fully
landscaped or worked for an extended period (typically 30 days or more), plant an annual grass
appropriate for the time of planting and mulch the planted areas. Annual grasses suitable for the Denver
metropolitan area are listed in Table TS/PS-1. These are to be considered only as general
recommendations when specific design guidance for a particular site is not available. Local governments
typically specify seed mixes appropriate for their jurisdiction.

Seed Mix for Permanent Revegetation
To provide vegetative cover on disturbed areas that have reached final grade, a perennial grass mix should
be established. Permanent seeding should be performed promptly (typically within 14 days) after
reaching final grade. Each site will have different characteristics and a landscape professional or the local
jurisdiction should be contacted to determine the most suitable seed mix for a specific site. In lieu of a
specific recommendation, one of the perennial grass mixes appropriate for site conditions and growth
season listed in Table TS/PS-2 can be used. The pure live seed (PLS) rates of application recommended
in these tables are considered to be absolute minimum rates for seed applied using proper drill-seeding
equipment.
If desired for wildlife habitat or landscape diversity, shrubs such as rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus
nauseosus), fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens) and skunkbrush sumac (Rhus trilobata) could be
added to the upland seedmixes at 0.25, 0.5 and 1 pound PLS/acre, respectively. In riparian zones,
planting root stock of such species as American plum (Prunus americana), woods rose (Rosa woodsii),
plains cottonwood (Populus sargentii), and willow (Populus spp.) may be considered. On non-topsoiled
upland sites, a legume such as Ladak alfalfa at 1 pound PLS/acre can be included as a source of nitrogen
for perennial grasses.

TS/PS-2
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Seeding dates for the highest success probability of perennial species along the Front Range are generally
in the spring from April through early May and in the fall after the first of September until the ground
freezes. If the area is irrigated, seeding may occur in summer months, as well. See Table TS/PS-3 for
appropriate seeding dates.
Table TS/PS-1. Minimum Drill Seeding Rates for Various Temporary Annual Grasses

Growth
b
Season

Pounds of
Pure Live Seed
c
(PLS)/acre

Planting
Depth
(inches)

1. Oats

Cool

35 - 50

1-2

2. Spring wheat

Cool

25 - 35

1-2

3. Spring barley

Cool

25 - 35

1-2

4. Annual ryegrass

Cool

10 - 15

½

5. Millet

Warm

3 - 15

½-¾

6. Sudangrass

Warm

5–10

½-¾

7. Sorghum

Warm

5–10

½-¾

8. Winter wheat

Cool

20–35

1-2

9. Winter barley

Cool

20–35

1-2

10. Winter rye

Cool

20–35

1-2

11. Triticale

Cool

25–40

1-2

a

Species
(Common name)

a

Successful seeding of annual grass resulting in adequate plant growth will
usually produce enough dead-plant residue to provide protection from
wind and water erosion for an additional year. This assumes that the cover
is not disturbed or mowed closer than 8 inches.
Hydraulic seeding may be substituted for drilling only where slopes are
steeper than 3:1 or where access limitations exist. When hydraulic
seeding is used, hydraulic mulching should be applied as a separate
operation, when practical, to prevent the seeds from being encapsulated in
the mulch.

June 2012

b

See Table TS/PS-3 for seeding dates. Irrigation, if consistently applied,
may extend the use of cool season species during the summer months.

c

Seeding rates should be doubled if seed is broadcast, or increased by 50
percent if done using a Brillion Drill or by hydraulic seeding.
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Table TS/PS-2. Minimum Drill Seeding Rates for Perennial Grasses
Common
Name

a

Botanical
Name

Growth
Seasonb

Growth
Form

Seeds/
Pound

Pounds of
PLS/acre

Alakali Soil Seed Mix
Alkali sacaton

Sporobolus airoides

Cool

Bunch

1,750,000

0.25

Basin wildrye

Elymus cinereus

Cool

Bunch

165,000

2.5

Sodar streambank wheatgrass

Agropyron riparium 'Sodar'

Cool

Sod

170,000

2.5

Jose tall wheatgrass

Agropyron elongatum 'Jose'

Cool

Bunch

79,000

7.0

Arriba western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii 'Arriba'

Cool

Sod

110,000

5.5

Total

17.75

Fertile Loamy Soil Seed Mix
Ephriam crested wheatgrass

Agropyron cristatum
'Ephriam'

Cool

Sod

175,000

2.0

Dural hard fescue

Festuca ovina 'duriuscula'

Cool

Bunch

565,000

1.0

Lincoln smooth brome

Bromus inermis leyss
'Lincoln'

Cool

Sod

130,000

3.0

Sodar streambank wheatgrass

Agropyron riparium 'Sodar'

Cool

Sod

170,000

2.5

Arriba western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii 'Arriba'

Cool

Sod

110,000

7.0

Total

15.5

High Water Table Soil Seed Mix
Meadow foxtail

Alopecurus pratensis

Cool

Sod

900,000

0.5

Redtop

Agrostis alba

Warm

Open sod

5,000,000

0.25

Reed canarygrass

Phalaris arundinacea

Cool

Sod

68,000

0.5

Lincoln smooth brome

Bromus inermis leyss
'Lincoln'

Cool

Sod

130,000

3.0

Pathfinder switchgrass

Panicum virgatum
'Pathfinder'

Warm

Sod

389,000

1.0

Alkar tall wheatgrass

Agropyron elongatum
'Alkar'

Cool

Bunch

79,000

5.5

Total

10.75

Transition Turf Seed Mixc
Ruebens Canadian bluegrass

Poa compressa 'Ruebens'

Cool

Sod

Dural hard fescue

Festuca ovina 'duriuscula'

Cool

Bunch

565,000

1.0

Citation perennial ryegrass

Lolium perenne 'Citation'

Cool

Sod

247,000

3.0

Lincoln smooth brome

Bromus inermis leyss
'Lincoln'

Cool

Sod

130,000

3.0

Total

TS/PS-4

2,500,000

0.5

7.5
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Table TS/PS-2. Minimum Drill Seeding Rates for Perennial Grasses (cont.)
Common
Name

Botanical
Name

Growth
Seasonb

Growth
Form

Seeds/
Pound

Pounds of
PLS/acre

Sandy Soil Seed Mix
Blue grama

Bouteloua gracilis

Warm

Sod-forming
bunchgrass

825,000

0.5

Camper little bluestem

Schizachyrium scoparium
'Camper'

Warm

Bunch

240,000

1.0

Prairie sandreed

Calamovilfa longifolia

Warm

Open sod

274,000

1.0

Sand dropseed

Sporobolus cryptandrus

Cool

Bunch

5,298,000

0.25

Vaughn sideoats grama

Bouteloua curtipendula
'Vaughn'

Warm

Sod

191,000

2.0

Arriba western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii 'Arriba'

Cool

Sod

110,000

5.5

Total

10.25

Heavy Clay, Rocky Foothill Seed Mix
Ephriam crested wheatgrassd

Agropyron cristatum
'Ephriam'

Cool

Sod

175,000

1.5

Oahe Intermediate wheatgrass

Agropyron intermedium
'Oahe'

Cool

Sod

115,000

5.5

Vaughn sideoats gramae

Bouteloua curtipendula
'Vaughn'

Warm

Sod

191,000

2.0

Lincoln smooth brome

Bromus inermis leyss
'Lincoln'

Cool

Sod

130,000

3.0

Arriba western wheatgrass

Agropyron smithii 'Arriba'

Cool

Sod

110,000

5.5

Total

17.5

a

All of the above seeding mixes and rates are based on drill seeding followed by crimped straw mulch. These rates should be
doubled if seed is broadcast and should be increased by 50 percent if the seeding is done using a Brillion Drill or is applied
through hydraulic seeding. Hydraulic seeding may be substituted for drilling only where slopes are steeper than 3:1. If
hydraulic seeding is used, hydraulic mulching should be done as a separate operation.

b

See Table TS/PS-3 for seeding dates.

c

If site is to be irrigated, the transition turf seed rates should be doubled.

d

Crested wheatgrass should not be used on slopes steeper than 6H to 1V.

e

Can substitute 0.5 lbs PLS of blue grama for the 2.0 lbs PLS of Vaughn sideoats grama.
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Table TS/PS-3. Seeding Dates for Annual and Perennial Grasses
Annual Grasses

Perennial Grasses

(Numbers in table reference
species in Table TS/PS-1)

Seeding Dates

Warm

Cool

January 1–March 15
March 16–April 30

4

May 1–May 15

4

May 16–June 30

4,5,6,7

July 1–July 15

1,2,3

Warm

Cool











5,6,7

July 16–August 31
September 1–September 30

8,9,10,11


October 1–December 31



Mulch
Cover seeded areas with mulch or an appropriate rolled erosion control product to promote establishment
of vegetation. Anchor mulch by crimping, netting or use of a non-toxic tackifier. See the Mulching BMP
Fact Sheet for additional guidance.

Maintenance and Removal
Monitor and observe seeded areas to identify areas of poor growth or areas that fail to germinate. Reseed
and mulch these areas, as needed.
An area that has been permanently seeded should have a good stand of vegetation within one growing
season if irrigated and within three growing seasons without irrigation in Colorado. Reseed portions of
the site that fail to germinate or remain bare after the first growing season.
Seeded areas may require irrigation, particularly during extended dry periods. Targeted weed control may
also be necessary.
Protect seeded areas from construction equipment and vehicle access.

TS/PS-6
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Description
A straw bale barrier is a linear wall of
straw bales designed to intercept sheet
flow and trap sediment before runoff exits
a disturbed area.

Appropriate Uses
Appropriate uses of properly installed
straw bale barriers may include:


As a perimeter control for a site or soil
stockpile.



As a sediment control at the toe of an
erodible slope.



Along the edge of a stream or drainage
pathway to reduce sediment laden runoff from entering the waterway.



As part of an inlet protection design in sump conditions (See Inlet Protection BMP).

Photograph SBB-1. Straw bale barrier used for perimeter control.
Photo courtesy of Tom Gore.

Do not use straw bale barriers in areas of concentrated flow or in areas where ponding is not desirable.
Straw bales tend to degrade quickly, so they should generally not be used in areas where longer term
disturbance is expected.
Due to a history of inappropriate placement, poor installation, and short effective lifespan, the use of
straw bales is discouraged or prohibited by some communities.

Design and Installation
The maximum recommended tributary drainage area per 100 lineal feet of straw bale barrier is 0.25 acres
with a disturbed slope length of up to 150 feet and a tributary slope gradient no steeper than 3:1; longer
and steeper slopes require additional measures. Design details with notes are provided in Detail SBB-1.
To be effective, bales must be installed in accordance with the design details with proper trenching,
staking, and binding. Jute and cotton string must not be used to bind the straw bale. The bales should be
certified weed-free prior to use.

Maintenance and Removal
Check bales for rotting and replace as necessary. Straw bales degrade, and rotting bales require
replacement on a regular basis (as often as every three months) depending on environmental conditions.
Check for undercutting, bypassed flows, and displacement.
Repair by properly re-installing the straw bale barrier and
Straw Bale Barrier
repairing washouts around the bales. Remove sediment
accumulated behind the bale when it reaches one-quarter of
Functions
the bale height. Remove and properly dispose of the straw
Erosion Control
No
bale once the upstream area has been stabilized. Areas of
Sediment Control
Moderate
disturbance beneath the bale should be seeded and mulched
Site/Material Management
No
when the bale is removed.
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